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Marcus Rogers, Billy Watson, Francis Hayes, Natasha Bronghur and Andrea McDonald.

Symbolism of the
Wurli-Wurlinjang Logo
The mosquito represents mosquitoes that make people sick.

The leaves are from the billygoat plum (also known as Kakadu plum)
which has a very high vitamin C content, which heals people.

The purple line represents the fresh water of the Katherine River.
The red line represents the earth.
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Introduction to Wurli-Wurlinjang
health service
Wurli-Wurlinjang Health Service had its origins in the Kalano Health Service,
which itself was part of an Australia-wide surge in the development of Aboriginal
community-controlled health services in the early 1980s.
At that time Aboriginal people were not accessing
the mainstream health system, for a variety of reasons.
Lack of access meant the health system effectively
discriminated against Aboriginal people. There was
a need for a health service where Aboriginal clients
felt welcome and comfortable. A new health centre
building was opened at Kalano in 1983, and staff began
work among the Aboriginal population in the town
of Katherine and in the camps and living areas.

Population growth, increased availability of health
funding through the Commonwealth Government,
the need for more specific targeting of illness, and
Wurli’s desire to provide better services to its clients,
have now led our organisation to consider further
growth of our facilities. Redevelopment of the main
Wurli campus in Third Street, and this project will
dominate our infrastructure development for years
to come.

In 1993 Wurli-Wurlinjang Health Service was separately
incorporated, taking its name and logo from the
mosquito dreaming which was a symbol of the
Jawoyn land where it was originally situated. In 1995
Wurli-Wurlinjang moved to its current premises in
Third Street Katherine, thereby improving its access
to all Aboriginal people in the town.

Governance

Over the years Wurli has moved to a greater focus on
the underlying determinants of health, establishing
specialised programs for men’s health, mental health
and family wellbeing, alcohol and other drugs, tobacco
control and others. These programs have required
their own facilities and now Wurli delivers services
from a number of locations across Katherine. And while
we continue to deliver general and acute care at our
Main Clinic in Third Street, one of our busiest locations
now is Gudbinji, in Kintore Street, where clients with
chronic conditions receive a model of care appropriate
to their needs.

As an Aboriginal community-controlled organisation,
Wurli is governed by a Board of Directors elected by
members of the Corporation living in Katherine and
surrounding community living areas. Elections are
held every three years.
The Board has representatives from:
– Jodetluk (Gorge Community) two positions;
– Geyulkgan Ngurro (Warlpiri Camp) two positions;
– Myalli Brumby (Kalano) four positions;
– Rockhole four positions; and
– Katherine town two positions.
Board members take their governance responsibilities
seriously. They understand their communities and the
issues which are of concern to residents, and undertake
training provided by the Office of the Registrar of
Indigenous Corporations.
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our vision

The Board of Wurli-Wurlinjang has a strong vision:

“To move forward
as one, to heal our
people and improve
our health.”
Our values
Our values lie underneath all our work. They are the
rock on which we build Wurli-Wurlinjang, and help
us turn our vision into reality.
Our values are:
– to build respect for our elders and our culture;
– to empower people to take responsibility for
their health;
– to ensure good governance and take responsibility
for our organisation;
– to recognise the diversity among Aboriginal
people in Katherine, and the importance of a
variety of approaches;
– to be honest about what alcohol and other drugs
(including tobacco) are doing to our people;
– to understand that health and healing is not only
a job for health professionals but for everyone; and
– to foster respect between Aboriginal and
non-Aboriginal people.

Wurli client Edmund Busch waiting in the main clinic with his
mother Lucresia Girdler.
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Our goals
Wurli-Wurlinjang Strategic Plan 2013–16

goal 1

goal 2

goal 3

Expand our physical
infrastructure, to better
meet the need for increased
health service delivery.

Develop an appropriate
balance between the attention
we pay to acute care needs,
on the one hand, and
longer-term planned care
needs, on the other.

Continue to build the
human resource capacity
of Wurli-Wurlinjang.

Our strategy is to:
– implement the master plan
developed for the WurliWurlinjang health campus.

Our strategies are to:
– emphasise the importance
of early intervention in
preventing and managing
chronic conditions;
– undertake well person’s
checks, in addition to caring
for sick people, particularly
for young people; and
– maintain a focus on health
promotion and community
engagement.

Our strategies are to:
– act on the recognition
that our workers are our
most important asset;
– continue to employ qualified
professional staff continue
to provide support and
training for all employees;
– continue to emphasise
the importance of building
career pathways for local
Aboriginal people, as
Aboriginal Health
Practitioners; and
– extend training and career
options for local Aboriginal
people across a range of skill
areas in the organisation.
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goal 4

goal 5

goal 6

Develop a focus on services
relating to family and individual
wellbeing and mental health,
utilising the strengths inherent
in Aboriginal culture.

Recognise that a key
component in improving
Aboriginal health is to address
the social determinants of
health, including environmental
health, and that advocacy on
these social determinants is a
core function of Wurli-Wurlinjang.

Develop and strengthen
partnerships with other service
providers, understanding that
collaboration at the local,
regional, Territory and national
level underpins efforts to close
the gap in Aboriginal health.

Our strategies are to:

– recognise that Aboriginal
people in this region, the
Northern Territory, and
around the country have
more in common than
separates them; and

Our strategies are to:
– recognise the damage done
to individuals and families
through colonial history;
– act on the understanding
that the strengthening of
Aboriginal culture is a way
to mitigate that damage; and
– provide dedicated services
which address individual and
family wellbeing, mental
health, and alcohol and other
drug services.

– appreciate that many of the
factors which underlie the
health problems of Aboriginal
people are beyond the
capacity of a health service
to address;
– recognise that we have a
duty to bring these factors to
the attention of governments
and other organisations in a
responsible but forceful
manner; and
– use all relevant means of
communication to do this,
including mass media.

Our strategies are to:

– develop strategic alliances,
both formal and informal,
which bring Aboriginal
organisations together for
common health-related
purposes.
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MANAGEMENT
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Reports from
> Chairperson
> CEO
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> Director
of Medical
Services
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Report FROM THE CHAIR
Lisa Mumbin
It’s been a year of many new challenges
for the Wurli-Wurlinjang Health Service
Board. I have been honoured to lead such
a great and important organisation over
the past year when so much has happened.
I serve on many councils and committees
and I am proud to say that the Wurli board
is one of the most outstanding.
Our 2014 AGM was a non-election year, so we have
enjoyed another year working together and building
our own skills and knowledge, both as board members
and as community leaders.
We are very pleased with all Wurli’s programs but
we are especially happy to see the emphasis on the
Wellbeing Program. I know how much of my own
support comes from my immediate and extended
families and so it is a good feeling to see programs
help our families be strong spiritually and mentally as
well as physically. Mental health issues have always
been there in the background, with families trying to
hide or deal with it on their own. So we thank Wurli’s
Wellbeing Unit and other programs for getting out
the messages about what is on offer and what services
can help them.

Christmas time brought together all the board and
Wurli staff at the Nitmiluk Centre overlooking the
Katherine River. It was good to have some social time
out and to celebrate the education and training
achievements of so many staff, whose achievements
you will see throughout this year’s annual report.
Our board is very proud of them all.
Formal training was a big feature of the board’s
commitment to Wurli this year. Bruce Callaghan from
the BCA National Training Group spent many days
with us, taking us through the Certificate IV in
Business (Governance). We had full attendance at the
workshops, which we all found very useful and really
helped boost our confidence.
We were very happy to see the Strong Indigenous
Women’s Program setting off, adding to our respected
StrongBala Men’s Program. We get great feedback
from our communities about these programs, which do
a lot of grass roots work with our people, just listening
to them and helping them connect with all other
services.
In November we all headed off to Alice Springs to
the AMSANT Our Health Our Way conference.
I enjoyed travelling with all the board and being
together in a totally different environment. It gave us
a chance to look at Wurli from the outside and get
some perspective looking back in.
On our trip to Alice Springs other services spoke very
highly of the StrongBala program. I would especially
like to mention the input of board member Francis
Hayes into supporting this program and acknowledge
his great advocacy for our men.

Chair of the Wurli-Wurlinjang Board
of Directors, Lisa Mumbin

Celebrating 40 years of Aboriginal community
controlled health organisations in the NT made us
reflect on Wurli’s own proud history. This was even
further on our minds when we attended Kalano’s
40 year anniversary. Congratulations, Kalano.
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Looking to the future

Wurli’s building expansion program continues to be a
huge focus for the board. We will keep this firmly on
the agenda.
As a board, we are very mindful of the honour and
responsibility of being able to lead our communities
and represent them in something as important as
health and wellbeing. It has been a long road for all of
us, with some occasional hard knocks to win the trust
of our different communities and be on the board.
But we all love this important work and will continue
to do it, not just with our skills and knowledge, but also
from our hearts.

Board elects Lisa Mumbin
as new Chair
At the 2014 annual general meeting the
Wurli-Wurlinjang Board of Directors elected a
new chairperson, Ms. Lisa Mumbin. Lisa has been
a board member for the Myalli Brumby Ward
since 2009.
Lisa is a resident of the Myalli Brumby (Kalano)
community and a traditional owner of Jawoyn
country. She is well-known around both the
Katherine region and the Northern Territory.
Lisa is focussed on cultural maintenance and
support for women and youth. She is involved in
many organisations, including the Kalano
Community Association, Jawoyn Association, the
Northern Land Council (NLC), the NLC women’s
group, the Aboriginal Benefit Account Board, and
the Godinymayin Yijard Rivers Arts and Culture
Centre. Lisa’s involvement in these organisations
and committees helps her provide both strong
representation for and support to her people.
It also ensures future generations learn the
importance of leadership in her community.

Left and Right: Wurli board members Marie Dowling and Ruby
Stanley relaxing with SIWP program employee Majella Friel
(middle) at the Kalano 40th anniversary.

Lisa Mumbin’s speech at graduation of the Wurli Wurlinjang
board members from Certificate IV training 2015.
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Francis Hayes gave talk to staff about the NAIDOC 2014 theme of “Serving Country – centenary and beyond.”

Francis Hayes, serving country
Wurli board member and StrongBala Program supporter Francis Hayes gave a presentation at a special
staff in-service to celebrate NAIDOC and acknowledge Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people’s
service in the armed forces.
Francis spoke of the importance of having a mentor as he once did when he was in the army which inspired
him to join. Despite his mother obstructing to his enlistment, he entered the service at age 18.
Francis thought he was the only one in the Katherine area who had enlisted until he got on to the bus out
of Katherine. He recognised a friendly face and they supported each other through the early days.
Francis did his basic training and was then posted to Malaya during the Vietnam war years.
He shared many memories. Especially vivid were the memories of sporting activities and the tight community
of men in his unit. They went everywhere together. Francis enjoyed those friendships and still considers those
men his mates, though some have gone and some he has not seen for many years.
Overall, Francis believes the army made him a better man and would support young people today to join up
and have a similar experience.
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Our early days
The Kalano Community Association was a
precursor to Wurli-Wurlinjang Health Service.
Originally named Kalano Health Service, we were
then given the name Wurli-Wurlinjang in 1983
from the Jawoyn land near the clinic that is
associated with the mosquito dreaming path.
Wurli then relocated to its current location after
the new building was built in 1995.
Wurli Board Member May Rosas and DCEO Suzi Berto
enjoying Kalano’s 40th anniversary celebration.

Wurli made a banner in recognition of Kalano’s 40th anniversary.

Wurli-Wurlinjang Health Service
congratulates Kalano Community Association
on their 40 year celebration of service.
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REPORT FROM THE Chief Executive Officer
DR. MARION SCRYMGOUR
I commenced work as CEO at Wurli-Wurlinjang in March 2013 and as of the end of
September 2015 I will bid farewell to this position and to Wurli.
When I look back over the period of my time as CEO,
I believe my principal achievement has been to assist
the organisation in expanding its horizons in a number
of areas and to help lay the foundations for sustainable
growth and development.
I have worked hard to steer a steady course for Wurli in
terms of the relationships we have built with both the
NT government and the Australian government, while
at the same time trying to ensure that the organisation
stood up for and remained true to its core values.
This hard work has substantially paid off. In the latest
funding round, Wurli has not just been able to maintain
its existing programs, but there has been some new
money as well for innovative and much needed additional
initiatives. This has taken place during a period of
increased emphasis (in particular at the Federal level)
on strict and demanding accountability. That
accountability relates not just to recurrent funding
but also to current and prospective acquisitions of
capital assets and infrastructure.
Recently Wurli has entered into a number of three
year funding agreements. This includes funding from
the Federal Department of Health, the NT
Department of Health and the Department of the
Prime Minister and Cabinet. Additional to that will be
funding from the Health Network NT for Care
Coordination and Supplementary Services, ATAPS and
MHSRRA (both for mental health services). The Smith
family provides funding for Wurli’s SIWP Educator.
As well as maintaining high standards of financial
probity, Wurli will need to carefully monitor its
accountability in terms of the professional conduct of
its staff. This means compliance with various standards,
rules and regulations which govern workers in the
medical sector. Overall, the organisation has performed
well, with appropriate care and responsibility for its
clients and for the community generally. This level of
performance and commitment has been reflected in
our accreditation and quality assessment outcomes.

Alcohol and other drugs

It has been the case for decades that poor health
within the Katherine Aboriginal community has been
directly related to the long term abuse of alcohol and
other drugs. Alcohol has been, and continues to be
the main problem. However, the impact of the drug
methamphetamine (in particular in its purified crystal
form, i.e. “ice” on our work has been dramatic. Both in
relation to alcohol and methamphetamine, severely
dependent users need various kinds of professional
help. Wurli has for many years been funded to provided
alcohol and other drugs counselling and related
services. This aspect of Wurli’s operations needs to be
continued and if possible strengthened.

Mental health

During the time I have been CEO of Wurli, the
organisation has embarked on the redevelopment of a
social and emotional wellbeing unit within Wurli staffed
by relevantly qualified mental health professionals.
The new Wurli Wellbeing Unit receives referrals from
the NTG system and also sees and treats patients
who come to Wurli direct. For those patients who may
require additional treatment from specialists from
Darwin or elsewhere, they at least have a culturally
appropriate place in Katherine where their treatment
can be coordinated and monitored.

Strong Indigenous
Women’s Program

Abuse of alcohol and drugs causes and/or aggravates
domestic and family violence. Wurli has been able to
significantly enhance the level of programs it provides
to women. This has largely been the result of additional
funding which has been allocated for new Strong
Indigenous Women’s Program (SIWP).
In addition to the work with families that is now being
undertaken by SIWP staff, staff from our Wellbeing
Unit have been targeting children at risk. This is an
extremely important area for Wurli to maintain involvement
in, and I urge the Board and the new CEO to do
everything possible to maintain momentum.
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Diabetes and renal failure

Two other health challenges facing Katherine and the
surrounding community are diabetes and renal failure.
Both are negatively influenced by long term alcohol
abuse. Diets with grossly excessive levels of fat and
sugar are another causal factor.
Wurli continues to do good work addressing diet and
healthy living through the Health Promotion Program.
Its principal focus has been on running a sophisticated
and effective campaign aimed at getting people to stop
using tobacco products. A future challenge for Wurli is
to adapt the strategy targeting tobacco to target the
food and beverage products that are so directly
implicated in our poor health outcomes.
As regards renal disease, the small number of dialysis
beds at Katherine Hospital are now being replaced by a
purpose-built dialysis facility. This should be good news
for our renal disease patients, but Wurli will need to
closely monitor the operations of the new facility to
ensure that patients feel comfortable in terms of
cultural appropriateness issues, and ensure that bed
availability is adequate to service the number of people
requiring daily dialysis.
I thank the Board for the opportunity to work again
at Wurli-Wurlinjang, and I wish the Board members
every success in realising their collective vision for the
future. I know that I pass Wurli into safe hands as the
person who has been my deputy, Suzi Berto, steps up
and takes on the leadership of this great organisation.

Wurli-Wurlinjang CEO Marion Scrymgour
congratulates board members Francis Hayes and Ruby
Stanley, recipients of the Unsung Heroes Award 2015.

Unsung heroes
This May Wurli board members Ruby Stanley
and Francis Hayes attended the 13th National
Rural Health Alliance Conference in Darwin.
They had both been nominated as Unsung Heroes
for their hard work and dedication to their
community over many, many years.
The national Unsung Heroes Award presented by
HESTA and the Australian Council of Social Service
(ACOSS) recognises outstanding service provision,
advocacy and leadership.
Much to their great surprise, Ruby and Francis were
both announced joint winners of the 2015 Unsung
Hero Awards.
“It’s been a great honour and shock to receive the
award,” said Ruby.
“I couldn’t even talk, I was that shocked,” said
Francis.

Marion Scrymgour

Both Ruby and Francis were recognised for their
continued work supporting organisations around
Katherine and the NT. Ruby was acknowledged for
her 30 years work in the aged care industry in the
Katherine region. Francis was acknowledged for his
years of army service, his role as a founding member
of the Strongbala Men’s Program and for his ongoing
work with the program.
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REPORT FROM THE Deputy Chief Executive Officer
SUZI BERTO
The past year has seen many staffing changes at Wurli. This had a huge impact on
many areas of the service, including the Change Management Project organisational
restructure that took place in early 2014. Management recognises staff patience and
perseverance in working with these changes.
This organisational restructure was designed to
streamline Wurli administrative and operational
processes and move towards an integrated service
framework for our clients. Our Service Administration
Program has made very good progress in service
delivery to both our staff and our board. This program
involves a number of sub-programs including CQI,
information and reporting, Communicare, Medicare,
general administration services, and patient services.
We restructured these programs under the umbrella
of “Service Administration” following the Change
Management Project. I believe this has had a positive
impact on our day to day operations.
We successfully applied for additional funding for staff
to undertake case management training, commencing
September 2015. A big thank you to the Indigenous
Workforce Participation Initiatives Program and the
NT Minister for Business, Peter Styles.
Wurli has also successfully applied to The Smith Family,
Communities for Children for funding for a fulltime
early childhood educator. This position is a first for
Wurli, and will be located in our Strong Indigenous
Women’s Program. A big thank you to the Smith
Family for making this possible.
Our board members have been attending Governance
Training (Cert IV) this year with BCA National, and
will graduate in August. Attendance has been at 100%
with lots of involvement and questions being asked.
My report last year mentioned that the Strong
Indigenous Women’s Program was in its implementation
phase. As with any new program, it has taken a lot of
work to get the message out about what this program
actually does. This year has seen lots of outreach work
in those communities that Wurli services, getting
community people working with the program so that
we can establish long term and beneficial relationships
for all involved. We need to all work and walk strong
together to keep our vision for this program going for
a long time. I am pleased to report the program’s new
purpose built accommodation in Third Street (near the

Wurli Main Clinic) should be finalised by the end of
November 2015.
This year we saw great progress in some of our internal
and external communication systems, especially with
the further development of a staff intranet and the
ongoing production of the Wurli Radar newsletter.
Wurli’s staff intranet is a great internal communication
tool and also part of the organisation’s quality management
system (QMS), required to maintain accreditation
against the ISO 9001:2008 standard. The intranet
hosts all of Wurli’s controlled documents, such as
policies and procedures, forms and guidelines, as well
as many of its records, so staff can better access those
documents and information for which they are are
authorised. The intranet also hosts important registers
such as our continuous quality improvement and
incident and accident registers. Although there is a
small way to go before a full roll-out, we are well on the
way to having this important intranet communication
up and running and look forward to finding an
appropriate, unique, Wurli name for it to replace its
brand name (SharePoint).
The bi-monthly Wurli Radar has been a popular addition
to our communications and is looked forward to by
clients and staff alike. This year saw Camille Berto grow
from an apprentice Radar producer to single-handedly
producing high quality editions from a wide range of
contributors.
The website redevelopment project brief has now been
finalised. We look forward to be soon enhancing our
communication with the outside world with an exciting
new website.
It is worth mentioning that this year the Workforce
Support Education, Training and Development
Unit came under a new line coordinator Nicholas
Scrymgour. Nicholas and his two co-workers have
done a fantastic job implementing new program
processes, for example a training needs analysis
process was conducted with staff to identify their
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training needs and identify gaps needed to develop
staff. This needs analysis also helped set a training
budget for the new financial year.
A big thank you to our Board of Directors and all staff
for your continued support.
And just a little reminder to us all – it takes each and
every one of us to make a difference to improve and
maintain the continuity of our services to our clients.
Together we need to continue on our journey to
provide the best possible service in line with our vision
and value statement and to achieve our set goals as
per our strategic plan.

Suzi Berto

Deputy CEO Suzi Berto and Chairperson Lisa Mumbin enjoying
the 2014 staff and board Christmas party.

Deputy CEO Suzi Berto and CEO Marion Scrymgour pop
into the Board’s Governance training to say a few words of
encouragement to the board members.
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REPORT FROM THE Director
of Medical Services
DR. PETER FITZPATRICK
Dr Bruce Hocking was the Director of Medical Services (DMS) for the period of
this report July 2014 to June 2015. Dr Bruce finished on 30 June after ten years
involvement with Wurli, initially as a regular locum and for the last five years as the
Director of Medical Services. You can read Dr Bruce’s farewell speech on page 22.
Dr Peter Fitzpatrick was recruited as the new DMS in the financial year 2015–16.
Dr Peter reports:
Wurli’s clinical services

Over 2014–15 Wurli has maintained and developed
services from its Main Clinic on Third Street and from
the Gudbinji Clinic on Kintore Street.
There appears to have been a small decrease in the
total number of episodes of care in the last financial
year, though it is unclear if this is a trend or a normal
year to year variation. The peak levels of services
provided in January to March 2014 were not reached
in the following year. This may represent an abnormally
busy period in 2014. Further years of data are needed
to establish a clear trend.
The services provided by our individual units have
remained steady except for Strongbala Men’s Clinic,
where there has been a downwards trend. In 2015
the Strongbala Men’s Clinic was relocated to the
Strongbala Justice site on Third Street, so bringing
together all the Wurli men’s specific services. For a
while, moving the Strongbala clinic made it difficult to
provide the same services, as the new space was not
as well appointed as at Eastside shops and as some
staff positions became vacant at the same time.

Dr Peter Fitzpatrick

We now wait for new buildings that will allow the
previous quality of service. This new co-located site is
more central and will allow men greater access to our
medical services, including for participants of the
Alcohol and Other Drugs and Social Justice programs.
Much credit must be given to Senior Aboriginal Health
Practitioners Patrick AhKit and Arnold Collard, who
bore the stress of all the changes and remained the
core strength of the Strongbala Clinic.

Clinical workforce and
trainee doctors

Our core business is to provide primary health care to
the indigenous people in our town. We have continued
to do this with a multidisciplinary workforce, the clinical
component of which is 18 positions for Registered
Aboriginal Health Practitioners (RAHPs) and five GPs
plus the Director of Medical Services. Over the
2014–15 period we also employed two registered
nurses and some regular GP locums have returned.
Indigenous health is now a compulsory component
of all GP training. Wurli therefore supports the next
generation of general practitioners through the training
and employment of GP Registrars. We thank our
permanent GPs Drs. Megan Cope, Rodney Jones and
Andrew McKerracher for their dedication to this task.
The registrars are a valuable part of our workforce and
we hope some may return to indigenous health in their
future careers.

Executive management team

The new Wurli Director of Medical Services Dr. Peter Fitzpatrick.

Dr Peter Fitzpatrick
The new Wurli Wurlinjang Director of Medical Services, Dr Peter Fitzpatrick said:
“I have worked in the NT since 1982. I came to the Alice Springs, to the Central
Australian Aboriginal Congress as a medical student in 1980, and returned in 1982
as a resident at Alice Springs Hospital. I moved between Alice and Tennant Creek
hospitals for a few years, spent a couple of years as the Groote Eylandt district medical
officer, fifteen years in Borroloola; then time in Darwin, Tennant, Alice and back to
Danila Dilba for three years; and finally to Wurli in Katherine in January 2014.
“I have been aware of Wurli since my time in Borroloola. Wurli was always there, quietly
in the back ground, providing primary health services for the town and the region.”
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Trainee Aboriginal Health
Practitioners (TAHPs)

One of the truly unique and excellent aspects of Wurli
is our commitment to training the next generation of
RAHPs. When I first came to indigenous health three
decades ago, Aboriginal Health Workers (AHWs) were
the rock solid core of service provision in both rural and
remote, government and non-government services.
Many things have changed over the years. Batchelor
College has become the sole accredited AHW training
provider and many older generation AHWs were lost as
the profession transitioned to a more academic program.
AHWs were sometimes the least supported and
certainly the lowest paid of the multidisciplinary clinical
team. Many of the younger generation entering training
also struggled with the academic requirements and the
need to leave community to do study blocks of study
in Batchelor, Darwin and Alice Springs. AHW numbers
dwindled worryingly across the NT, but Wurli’s Board
and organisation continued to support the AHWs.
Wurli has maintained a AHW/RAHP career structure
and clinic positions, and has allocated funding to support
trainees with a wage and provide an educator for the
two years of their Batchelor course.
When non-indigenous clinicians and trainees come to
Wurli they can learn clinical medicine from our other
doctors. However they also come to Wurli learn about
indigenous culture and health issues. However only the
indigenous staff can impart this knowledge. Indigenous
staff are a key part of both services to community
people and to educating the non-indigenous staff that
move through Wurli.
There will be no closing of the gap in indigenous health
disadvantage unless the knowledge and power to make
the improvements are embedded in the people
themselves.
All credit must go to the foresight of the Wurli Board
and executive management in recognising this and
supporting both AHW/RAHP training and the ongoing
training of all staff.

New services

The period 2014–15 has seen extensive developments
in the Wellbeing Unit. This service has been
reinvigorated under the guidance of Cherise Daiyi,
clinical psychologist and Wellbeing Unit Manager.

2014–2015

Mental health nurses Phil Chikwinya and Mary Maloney
have been added to the team of Heidi Perner and Arnold
Collard Jnr.
The Strong Indigenous Women’s program has started,
headed by Jackie McSkimming and supported by
Majella Friel and women from other Wurli teams.
Shortly a cluster of buildings will be built for this new
unit adjacent to the current Third Street services.

Looking to the future

There are still areas we can do better in:
– we can improve in our management of chronic
disease, and work more on education, prevention
and early detection;
– we still have a long road to improve the incidence of
infectious disease, particularly sexually transmitted
infections;
– we need to reinvest in Strongbala Men’s Health
to take advantage of the new location and close
proximity to Strongbala Justice and AOD;
– we need to put more resources into the Women’s
Health and Child Health Program, which is a small
unit in Wurli given a huge task;
– we need to link all the services effectively so when
people engage with Wurli they can benefit from all
areas as needed;
– Wurli is the central organisation when people come
into town from remote communities from east and
west. They often become Wurli patients sometimes
for days or weeks or months. Wurli therefore needs
to link more effectively with Sunrise Health and
Katherine West, the other two primary health
services based in the region;
–Wurli needs to follow the patient journey into the
hospital and ensure patients get a high standard of
care that is culturally safe; and can help and advise
in the process wherever possible; and
– Wurli needs to move some of its services into the
community by restarting our camp runs and
outreach services to homeless people.
With all this in mind I look forward to supporting the
organisation facing the challenges of the next twelve
months.
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Wurli Wurlinjang Health Services Aboriginal KPI summary for period 01 July 2014 to 30 June 2015
AHKPI 1.1 – Episodes of health care and client contacts
Episodes of health care

Total
38,080

Denominator
N/A

Community (%)
N/A

Client contacts

60,571

N/A

N/A

3,517

N/A

N/A

Numerator
23

Denominator
39

Community (%)
59%

< 20 weeks

2

39

5%

20+ weeks

7

39

18%

Numerator
5

Denominator
38

Community (%)
13%

33

38

87%

0

38

0%

Numerator
23

Denominator
28

Community (%)
82%
92%

Resident client population
AHKPI 1.2 – First antenatal visit
< 13 weeks

AHKPI 1.3 – Birth weight
Low
Normal
High
AHKPI 1.4.1 – Fully immunised children
6–11 mths
12–23 mths

66

72

24–71 mths

263

277

95%

AHKPI 1.4.2 – Timeliness of immunisations
Immunised on time

Numerator
42

Denominator
49

Community (%)
86%

AHKPI 1.5 – Underweight children
Measured

Numerator
312

Denominator
347

Community (%)
90%

13

312

4%

Numerator
234

Denominator
321

Community (%)
73%

45

234

19%

Numerator
93

Denominator
137

Community (%)
68%

245

391

63%

59

77

77%

AHKPI 1.8.1 – HbA1c tests
HbA1c test

Numerator
341

Denominator
391

Community (%)
87%

AHKPI 1.8.2 – HbA1c measurements
Clients with diabetes with HbA1c <=7%

Numerator
133

Denominator
341

Community (%)
39%

Clients with diabetes with HbA1c >7% and <=8%

63

341

18%

Clients with diabetes with HbA1c >8% and <10%

69

341

20%

Clients with diabetes with HbA1c >=10%

76

341

22%

Numerator
123

Denominator
171

Community (%)
72%

Underweight
AHKPI 1.6 – Anaemic children
Measured
Anaemic
AHKPI 1.7 – Chronic disease management plan
Clients with CHD on GPMP/ALT GPMP
Clients with diabetes on GPMP/ALT GPMP
Clients with diabetes & CHD on GPMP/ALT GPMP

AHKPI 1.9 – ACE Inhibitor and/or ARB
ACE
ARB
ACE and/or ARB
AHKPI 1.10 – Adult aged 15–54 health check
Completed adult health check
Completed ALT adult health check
AHKPI 1.11 – Adult aged 55 and over health check
Completed adult health check
Completed ALT adult health check
AHKPI 1.12 – Paps smear tests
Pap test recorded
Pap test not recorded

25

171

15%

142

171

83%

Numerator
616

Denominator
1,669

Community (%)
37%

31

1,669

2%

Numerator
184

Denominator
291

Community (%)
63%

14

291

5%

Numerator
288

Denominator
823

Community (%)
35%

535

823

65%
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AHKPI 1.13 – Blood pressure control
Blood pressure recorded

2014–2015

Numerator
330

Denominator
391

Community (%)
84%

161

330

49%

Numerator
184

Denominator
896

Community (%)
21%

eGFR/ACR Test Severe Risk

30

896

3%

eGFR/ACR Test High Risk

32

896

4%

eGFR/ACR Test Moderate Risk

98

896

11%

eGFR/ACR Test Mild Risk

177

896

20%

eGFR/ACR Test Normal Risk

375

896

42%

Numerator
10

Denominator
33

Community (%)
30%

Clients with ARF/RHD receiving 50% to 80% prescribed BPG

11

33

33%

Clients with ARF/RHD receiving less than 50% prescribed BPG

12

33

36%

Numerator
910

Denominator
1,605

Community (%)
57%
30%

Blood pressure less than or equal to 130/80 mmHg
AHKPI 1.14 – eGFR/ACR test recorded
eGFR/ACR Test Incomplete

AHKPI 1.15 – Rheumatic Heart Disease
Clients with ARF/RHD receiving 80% prescribed BPG

AHKPI 1.16 – Smoking status recorded
Smoker
Non-Smoker

479

1,605

Ex-Smoker less than 12 Months

44

1,605

3%

Ex-Smoker greater than or equal to 12 Months

172

1,605

11%

Numerator
340

Denominator
949

Community (%)
36%

AHKPI 1.17 – STI test recorded
STI Test Recorded

Three generations of family at Wurli-Wurlinjang.
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Episodes of care for each clinical service January 2014–June 2015
1,800
Main

1,600

Women and children

Gudbinji

CCSS program

Strongbala

1,400
1,200
1,000
800
600
400
200

15-Jun

15-May

15-Apr

15-Mar

15-Feb

15-Jan

14-Dec

14-Nov

14-Oct

14-Sep

14-Aug

14-Jul

14-Jun

14-May

14-Apr

14-Mar

14-Feb

14-Jan

0

Total episodes of care trends 2010/11–2014/15
30,000
25,000
20,000
15,000
10,000

Female
Male

5,000
0

2010/11

20101/12

2012/13

2013/14
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Farewell speech by Dr Bruce Hocking
Director of Medical Services 2010–2015
“I spent about 25 years in private general practice
in suburban Adelaide and enjoyed that experience
immensely. However I increasingly thought that I
was just skimming the surface of most people’s health
problems, that there was a lot going on for people
that was kept out of view.
I began to feel like I was sticking band-aids on the
obvious health issues while many of the basic causes of
sickness and distress went unchallenged. “I eventually
became so disillusioned that I quit my practice, but I
never lost my passion for medicine. I had always wanted
to travel into the NT and to work there, perhaps in
Aboriginal health, and so I got a job at Central Australian
Aboriginal Congress in Alice Springs and in the
following year, at Wurli in Katherine.
“In many ways, working in these clinics and living in
these communities was like a breath of fresh air for
me. Many of the issues underlying people’s sicknesses
were visible. I could see the poverty and the inequality.
I could see the effects of dispossession, the despair of
the dispossessed, the alcohol abuse, and the violence.
I could see the trauma that was being perpetuated on
generation after generation, a process that began
more than a hundred years ago.
“While my work in a community controlled Aboriginal
health centre meant I worked in a clinic much as I
had done in Adelaide, the organisations that contained
this clinical work had a much bigger focus. These
organisations were trying to deal with people’s acute
health issues and their chronic diseases in more ways
than was possible in a clinic setting. They were working
politically and in the community trying to make a
difference in the social, emotional and historical
determinants of those health issues. That was exciting
to me; supporting an organisation to dig out some of
those fundamental inequities that impact so profoundly
on people’s well-being and helping facilitate change
at that basic level!
“I felt rejuvenated in many ways and I kept returning
to Wurli. The Wurli organisation treated me well,
appreciated my input and helped me feel part of a
team committed to participating with our communities
to bring about fundamental change, not just applying

band-aids (even though by this time I had also learned
to appreciate the importance of band-aids.)
“Continuing to work at Wurli, I became the senior
GP and was eventually asked to take on the Director
of Medical Services role when the position became
vacant. This job has been extremely challenging and
regularly takes me out of my comfort zone. Yet at the
same time I have been able to take further steps to
work with the organisation to tackle illness issues in
our people that lie beyond the limitations of the
medications and surgery of my training.
“I believe that Wurli-Wurlinjang is committed to
changing the experience of life for our community.
It is a large yet coherent whole that deals with the
immediate health problems of our people, and prods
and pokes at many of the reasons people have those
problems in the first place.
“Change is slow and sometimes microscopic, yet
change happens. Wurli is committed to change by
expanding our participation with the community in the
community; to meet the people face to face where
they live; to work with them rather than for them; and
to support our people to create a culture in Katherine
where there is mutual respect, equality of opportunity,
and a real determination to improve the health of
everyone physically, emotionally, socially and spiritually.”

Dr Bruce Hocking with Wurli Wurlinjang Board Member Auntie
Marie Dowling at his farewell 2015.

Executive management team

clinical
services
> Practice management
> Main Clinic
> Clinical Education Program
> Women’s and Children’s Health Program
> Gudbinji Chronic Disease Service
> Binjari Health Centre
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Practice
management

Main Clinic

A new initiative for 2014–15 was to
enhance Wurli clinical leadership through
employment of a practice manager to
assist the Director of Medical Services
with day to day management and ensure
greater integration and coordination of
our clinical programs.

The Main Clinic provides acute care
for Katherine residents and many
regional visitors.

These programs include:
• General/Acute Health Care Program;
• Women’s and Children’s Health Program;
• Strongbala Men’s Health Program;
• Gudbinji Chronic Disease Clinic Program
and Chronic Disease Outreach Program;
• Sexual Health Program;
• Regional Renal Program;
• Eye Health Program; and
• Health Skills Development Program.

Main Clinic services were provided by nine clinicians
(four doctors, four RAHPs and one RN), closely
supported by the clinical educator. In 2014, this clinic
provided 18,700 episodes of acute care. This is more
than the emergency department at Katherine District
Hospital.
The clinical activity in the reporting period included:
• acute care;
• treatment of infectious and chronic illnesses;
• preventative well person’s health checks; and
• provision of access to allied health and specialist
treatment.
Gwenda Lawton RAHP
Main Clinic Coordinator

Activities undertaken by the whole clinical team
included continuous quality improvement initiatives,
clinical auditing and clinical planning to improve
services for the community now and into the future.
The practice manager also worked to strengthen
working relationships with Katherine external
service providers.

(L–R) Senior Registered Aboriginal Health Practitioners
Gwenda Lawton and Rosie Birch.

Wurli RAHPs, Trainee RAHPs, RNs and Doctors during one of
the Wednesday afternoon in-service training sessions.
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Clinical Education Program
Wurli strongly supported RAHP workforce
development through employment of
0.5 clinical educator and five trainee
RAHPs, studying the Certificate IV
Aboriginal Primary Health Care (Practice).
All clinical staff who provide frontline services were
beneficiaries of this clinical education program but
the concentrated support was for the trainee RAHPs
(TAHPs).
The TAHP program began with a two week induction
program at Wurli to introduce them to their new role
before formal education started at Batchelor College.
New trainee skills development included general
observations – temperature, blood pressure, pulse,
respirations; measuring blood glucose levels, HB levels,
oxygen saturation levels, weight and height, and head
circumference; plotting growth on percentile charts;
and introduction to diabetes and renal disease. Daily
supervision in hands-on consultation was provided,
including practical skills demonstration in injecting,
suturing, medications, IV administration and wound
management.
Other TAHP training support included hand hygiene
certification, introduction to asthma management,
ear health competencies, sexual health in the primary
care setting, conducting primary eye checks and an
ear health program.
The TAHPs also attended a Katherine Hospital
orientation session and were involved in supervised
clinical placements in various clinical environments
at Wurli Wurlinjang Health Service.

Congratulations to Nakita,
Bernie and Prisandra
On the 4th June 2015 Bernie Peckham, Nakita
Costales and Prisandra Devery graduated from
Batchelor Institute of Indigenous Tertiary Education
having completed their Certificate IV in Aboriginal
and/or Torres Strait Islander Primary Health Care
Practice.
Nakita Costales acknowledges the support and
opportunities given to her by the Wurli management
team and by her clinical colleagues. She makes a
special mention to Sandy Allwright, Velma King
and Alison Williams for being great teachers and
excellent mentors. She also acknowledges Bernie’s
support, who really stepped up as a friend and
colleague when it was most needed.
Bernie Peckham would like to make a special
mention of the support from the Batchelor
lecturers. in particular from Pilar Cubillo. Bernie
says that as a mother it was a real challenge to be
away from family for such long periods. She is
excited about her new challenges as a RAHP.
She says while it is scary at time it has been worth
the effort. She also acknowledges the support
of her colleagues during this time.
Prisandra Devery also received the certificate
after receiving a significant amount of recognition
of prior learning given her clinical experience and
expertise in ear health and child health. She was
therefore required only to complete three units
of academic study.

Bernadette Peckham and Nakita Costales graduated
and became Registered Aboriginal Health Practitioners
(RAHPs) in early 2015 and were successful in gaining
ongoing employment with Wurli. Nakita has been
working as our first ever mental health RAHP.
Rebecca Bond
AHP Educator/CQI/Medicare Assessment Manager

Prisandra Devery, Nakita Costales and Bernadette
Peckham on their graduation day in Batchelor, NT.
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Women’s and Children’s
Health Program

Children’s Health
School visits
We expanded the school screening program to include
more than just ear and eye checks. Unfortunately
the school screening revealed a significant number
of kids to be anaemic. However now we know this,
we are treating them and will hopefully make them
feel better and do better at school.
Childhood anaemia
The most pleasing improvement we achieved this
year is a reduction in the number of children under
five years old found to be anaemic.
Immunisation
Our childhood immunisation rates have been at a
high level for many years and this is an easy statistic
to maintain. The vast majority of parents are aware
of the benefits of immunisations and ensure their
children have them at the age appropriate levels.
Child health checks
Child health checks are an important focus on our
kid’s clinic days (Mondays and Thursdays). These
checks now include assessment of growth, anaemia,
development, heart, lungs, ears, eyes and oral health.
Many staff our now trained in fluoride teeth varnishing
which involves painting a pleasant tasting gel onto a
child’s teeth which helps stop decay. The aim is to start

Proportion of timing of first antenatal care

Fifty-seven Wurli ladies had babies in the reporting
period and it is always nice to see the new babies
for the first time. Of these, 87% had normal birth
weight and 13% had low birth weight. The low birth
weight group includes babies born prematurely,
while for those born at full term, smoking was a
major contributing factor. In several cases alcohol
was also part of the problem.

100
Community (%)

HSDA (%)

NT (%)

80
60

59% 60%
51%

40
20
0

20%

5%

<13 weeks

18%

21%

16%

7%

<20 weeks

20+ weeks

AHKPI 1.6 Anaemic children
Measured

Anaemic

100%
Proportion of Aboriginal children

Antenatal care

AHKPI 1.2 First antenatal visit

80%
60%
40%
20%
0%

2010/11

2011/12

2012/13

2013/14

2014/15

AHKPI 1.4.1 - Fully Immunised Children
Community (%)
Proportion of fully immunised children

Another year has flown by. Being able
to work again with such a great team
has made it an enjoyable and rewarding
experience. Some of our 2014–15 key
performance indicators have shown
improvements while some have remained
static.

HSDA (%)

NT (%)
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95% 95%
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82% 84% 83%

88%

92% 92%

85%
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0
6–11 mths

24–71 mths 12–23 mths
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doing this at 18 months of age and continue every
six months until the child is five years old. This will
hopefully help stop a child needing dental visits.
We would like to improve on the number of children
having a full child health check and continue to
encourage families to come in for this.
We have begun working with the Strong Indigenous
Women’s Program (SIWP) from the Strong Indigenous
Women’s Centre. SIWP includes the occasional
provision of outreach women’s and children’s clinical
services. While we are starting off slowly, we hope to
expand this work and work more with the SIWP team
on other activities.

Congratulations Prisandra Devery
A major milestone occurred in May
with Prisandra Devery completing
ten years of service at Wurli.
Prisandra has been working hard with
the school screening and following
up children with ear problems.
She has become very competent in
diagnosing and treating ear problems.

Karen Rosas
Women’s and Children’s Health Coordinator

Prisandra Devery RAHP helps mum Denella Campbell when she brings son Cecil Campbell-Page in for an ear check.
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Gudbinji chronic DISEASE SERVICE
The Gudbinji Chronic Disease Service (Gudbinji) caters to those clients referred from
other parts of Wurli Wurlinjang diagnosed with a chronic disease such as diabetes,
heart disease, rheumatic heart disease, respiratory disease, renal disease and cancer.
Gudbinji also looks after aged and disability care clients.
It was a huge year for Gudbinji, starting off in August
with a staffing restructure and the achievement of
first-time full, unconditional AGPAL accreditation,
including for the mobile outreach vehicles.
Whilst Gudbinji saw a significant turnover of long-term
staff, one highlight was the promotion of senior RAHP
Velma King to the coordinator position. Velma also
resumed her studies to become a registered nurse.
Gudbinji staff are employed under many different
funding programs plus allied health professionals
and specialists from external organisations; but all
are focused on chronic disease care, managed and
coordinated by the chronic disease coordinator.
This new position also provided overall HR, assets
and quality improvement management for the unit.
The Gudbinji multi-disciplinary team includes the:
• chronic disease coordinator;
• diabetes educator/clinical nurse;
• two chronic disease RAHPs;
• receptionist;
• community liaison officer (CLO);
• chronic disease outreach nurse;
• chronic disease outreach RAHP;
• two GPs;
• eye health coordinator; and
• dietician.

Clinic

Gudbinji operates in another part of town from
the Main Clinic. Clients have good access to the
Gudbinji both due to its central location and through
the transport system. Our community liaison officer
picks up and drops off clients, helping establish better
communications, interpretation and breakdown of
information between Gudbinji staff and local
community clients.
We also run a weekly after-hours service for working
clients; and our regular visiting services include a
dermatologist, podiatrist and exercise physiologist.

Outreach

The Wurli Chronic Conditions Outreach Program is
now in its third year and is provided by Aboriginal
Health Practitioner Rosie Birch and Registered Nurse
Kym Davis. They travel to homes and communities to
engage those clients with a chronic disease who fail to
attend clinics or can only attend infrequently. The team
has been effective in providing an additional referral
pathway for these clients to access services such as
dentistry, radiology, podiatry, dermatology etc.
Our outreach service collaborates with allied health
departments such as the Katherine Hospital and
Darwin Royal Hospital, the Fresenius Renal Centre,
the Department of Housing, Centrelink, Aged and
Disability Care and other social services in Katherine
such as Anglicare, CatholicCare and Medicare Local
(renamed NT Primary Health Network).
This program has resulted in great improvements in
client engagement, especially the rheumatic heart
disease clients.
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Eye health

This program supports clients needing eye and visual
assessments. The target groups are diabetics, people
over 40 and people with hypertension. We also run
school screening to ensure children’s vision is optimal
for reading and learning. The program provides a
referral pathway to specialist ophthalmologists and
optometrists.

Chronic disease selfmanagement and education

Gudbinji ran various chronic disease self-management
group services:
• Gudbinji RAHPs and CLOs participated in
health promotion and education events;
• the nutritionist supported diabetes group
education sessions and exercise sessions;
• all group activities required RAHP assistance
to support both clients and presenters; and
• the exercise group at Katherine Hostel pool ran in
conjunction with diabetes education, beginning in
2014 and recommending in 2015 with increased
participation.

Alison Williams nominated
for the Administrator’s
Medal in Primary Health Care
Alison Williams, Gudbinji clinic Registered
Aboriginal Health Practitioner, was recently
nominated for the prestigious Administrator’s
Medal in Primary Health Care NT. Alison was
recognised in glowing terms for her primary health
care work. While she did not receive the top
honour, her nomination shows her skills and passion
for her job and her clients. Alison was nominated
by a Wurli client and you can’t get better feedback
than that.
Velma King
Chronic Disease Coordinator

Nutritionist

Wurli contracts a dietician to assist clients with
nutrition related illness. Working mainly with Gudbinji
chronic disease clients, and also with some adults with
chronic disease risk factors, we aim to assist clients to
make and maintain healthy lifestyle changes in relation
to diet and exercise. We also see children referred by
the Women’s and Children’s Program with growth
faltering or overweight.

Chronic Conditions RAHP Alison Williams in consult with
client Edith Tasman.

This year, as a result of great teamwork from the
receptionist Suzannah Fowler and CLO Patrick Kelly,
there was increased number of clients showing up to
appointments each week.

RAHP Bernadette Peckham discussing health care with
Gudbinji client Dianna Bruce Milipi.
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Binjari Health Centre
Binjari community is 16 kilometres from Katherine, with a population of approximately
300 people. A comprehensive range of health services are provided by Binjari Health
Service staff – from antenatal care, child health services, well person’s checks, chronic
disease management, aged care, acute care, visiting specialists, transportation to
appointments in Katherine, health promotion and AOD services.
In spite of some considerable movement in staffing,
2014–15 saw 4036 episodes of care delivered –
slightly up on last year. Of these, 68% were to
Aboriginal residents, 30% to Aboriginal visitors and
2% to non-indigenous clients. The large proportion
of care to visitors is due to an influx of new members
to the community not yet satisfying the resident
criteria within the reporting system.

Staff movements

The Binjari clinic coordinator resigned in 2014. After
several months of the position not being filled a new
coordinator was recruited. Some casual staff also
commenced in order to backfill the gaps. Early in 2015
Binjari Health Service managed to employ a part time
GP Registrar (two and a half days per week for six months)
with the NTGPE Program. This resulted in a marked
improvement in those KPIs that rely on a doctor being
present, such as GP Management Plans and completed
Adult Health Checks. This had not been achieved
previously due to the cost of employing a full time
doctor. We hope this arrangement will be ongoing.

Health promotion

Several health promotion events were held at Binjari
during the year. Considerable resources were devoted
to working with community and external organisations
to address both chronic disease and substance abuse.
The very popular men’s and women’s annual camps
were well attended.

Alcohol and other drugs

The usual problems with alcohol misuse continued, but
this year also saw a small spike in petrol sniffing among
the youth. Binjari Health Service collaborated with the
Volatile Substance Abuse Team and other agencies to
develop a rapid response employing a wide range of
strategies. Help was provided to those able to receive it
and the incidence of sniffing reduced dramatically. This
very successful outcome would not have been achieved
without the cooperation of the community and their
trust in their health service.

Antenatal care

Four mothers had babies this year, all attending early in
their pregnancies and receiving care from a registered
midwife, and visiting the hospital before delivery.

Child health

Binjari Health Service staff have engaged with the
community and measured the majority of children.
The data arising shows babies are born in the normal
birth weight range but 12% of children in the 0–59 month
range are underweight; and there is a fluctuating
anaemia rate showing marked changes each six
months. The anaemia rate of 25% is still high, but
this is a much better result than in previous reports,
reflecting improved data and client follow-up.

Chronic conditions care

Binjari was fortunate to recruit a part time GP registrar
for four months of the reporting year. This enabled
greater focus on chronic disease care, and client case
management where necessary and acceptable to the
client. By 30 June 2015, 63% of clients with type
2 diabetes had active GP management plans. This is
an increase from 42% in the previous year.

Business support functions

In addition to the direct provision of health services,
Binjari Health Centre staff also:
• continued to upgrade computer hardware;
• maintained compliance with work health and safety
regulations, such as testing and tagging, maintaining
a safe fleet of vehicles and ensuring up to date staff
registrations, licenses and mandatory training;
• completed all required reports and data submissions,
including a review of the information gathered; and
• arranged ongoing maintenance on the health centre
buildings, grounds and equipment.

Peter Gazey
Binjari Health Service Manage
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Binjari’s annual women’s health camp was a great success again this year.
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AHKPI 1.7 – Chronic Disease Management Plan
BINJARI Community – for period 01 July 2013
to 30 June 2014
Proportion of clients managed on GPMP/ALT GPMP

AHKPI 1.5 Underweight children 6–59 months
BINJARI community – for period 01 July 2014
to 30 June 2015.
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WELLBEING
UNIT

WORKFORCE SUPPORT EDUCATION, TRAINING AND DEVELOPMENT
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Wellbeing Unit
The main goal of the Wellbeing Unit (WBU) is to provide Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander clients with equitable, accessible, sustainable, timely and culturally competent
social and emotional wellbeing services for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
individuals, families and their communities within the Katherine township and visitors
from the broader Katherine region.
One of the main challenges our unit faced is the
misunderstanding of the meanings of wellbeing; social
and emotional wellbeing (SEWB); and mental health,
as these terms are often used interchangeably.
The Wellbeing Unit subscribes to a SEWB framework
that offers a holistic, strength-based model that
respects the cultural diversity of Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander peoples. Putting mental health within
the SEWB framework reflects our belief in the
interconnectedness of health and wellbeing and
the connections between the individual, and their
community, lands, family and kin, ancestors, and
spiritual dimensions of existence.
The Wellbeing Unit is made up of four main subprograms: the Social and Emotional Program; Family
Support Program; Mental Health/Psychological Services
Program; and Aboriginal Community Support Program.
The Wellbeing Unit starts from a position of cultural
sensitivity and respect to ensure community members
experiencing psychological distress, mental illness
and life challenges have adequate access to services.
From this point it: provides individual services on the
basis of referral from internal and external services
or self-referral; adopts population level responses
to intervention or prevention; and promotes social
and emotionally healthy lifestyles.

Access

Over the past year, the community’s confidence in our
Wellbeing Unit services has increased. The Wellbeing
Unit saw 698 clients, and there were 1699 service
contacts (770 for Social and Emotional Program, and
Mental Health/Psychological Services Program and
929 for the Family Support Program).
We made 241 referrals (135 females and 106 males).
There was a gradual increase of referrals, with the
average weekly referral intake between 10–15 referrals
per week plus an increase in clients attending
scheduled appointments more frequently. Contact
with concerned family members or other service
providers has also improved over this period.

Most clients referred to the Wellbeing Unit in the past
twelve month period presented with a variety of clinical
syndromes and concerns or issues including:
• social adversity;
• life stressors;
• physical illness;
• child maltreatment;
• child neglect;
• child abuse;
• residential and kinship family placements;
• parental substance use;
• child and adolescent mental health and social
and emotional wellbeing;
• parenting;
• relationship conflict;
• child custody;
• attachment disorders;
• depressive disorders;
• personality disorders;
• schizophrenia and psychotic disorders;
• disorders of attention and activity;
• conduct disorders;
• anxiety disorders;
• suicidal behaviours and deliberate self-harm;
• substance misuse;
• post-traumatic stress disorder;
• scholastic/academic problems;
• behavioural problems; and
• social, cultural and interpersonal problems.

Staffing

The Wellbeing Unit staffing has increased to eleven
full-time staff. We have now welcomed five new staff
members, all with a strong background in Aboriginal
wellbeing and mental health. These five staff comprise
two senior mental health (psychiatric) nurses; one
community support worker; one Aboriginal Health
Practitioner and one registered psychologist.
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Around 85% of the Wellbeing Unit staff are Aboriginal.
This high percentage is a great development and
investment for Wurli, the Katherine community and
for the community controlled health sector. Every
effort will be made to retain this high percentage of
Aboriginal staffing in the unit.

otherwise indicated. We work with clients in exploring
least restrictive care options, and assess clients to
make recommendations for management and
treatment, including possible hospital admission,
in accordance with the MHARS Act or Care and
Protection Act.

Wellbeing Unit service
delivery model

Care planning/case management and
discharge process
We are implementing clinically sound, culturally
appropriate standards of practice and care i.e. every
accepted client is to have a comprehensive initial
assessment conducted within the first two face-toface consultations with Wellbeing Unit personnel.
An individualised care plan is made in collaboration
with client, their families and/or carer that stipulates
treatment goals and timeframes plus an individualised
risk/safety plan. Clients and carers are made aware
of their rights and responsibilities during the referral,
assessment, care planning, case management and
discharge processes.

Over the year the WBU re-designed some of our
processes. To ensure access to equitable, accessible,
sustainable, timely and culturally competent wellbeing
services, service provision pathways (the patient
journey) were modified including:
Access and entry to the services
We provided information on access and entry to the
wellbeing service through the distribution of information
to internal and external stakeholders in the Katherine
region and other services that may require wellbeing
services access and entry information. Consumers/
clients not deemed appropriate for wellbeing services
were provided with referral information and referral
to other services.
Intake procedures
We started screening all referrals (internal and
external) to wellbeing services by the Wellbeing Unit
manager, coordinator and intake worker. All referrals
to the Social and Emotional Program, Psychological
Services Program, Family Support Program, AOD
and Strongbala Justice Program are now listed and
discussed at a weekly intake meeting.

Clients presenting in crisis during business hours are
referred to the Katherine District Hospital and
Katherine Mental Health Team for crisis assessment.

Community Support Workers

The addition of community support workers (female
and male) has assisted with follow-up of referrals and
clients who have not engaged and/or disengaged with
our services.

The wellbeing intake consults with the team manager
and/or team coordinator regarding risk management
if a client requires a priority assessment.
Allocation
Accepted referrals are allocated to appropriate
workers (primary and secondary). This is documented
in Communicare to assist with monitoring the
Wellbeing’s Unit’s active cases and keeping abreast
of client workloads.
Assessment/s
All client assessments are done in collaboration with
them, and/or their parents/guardians/carers unless
L-R: WBU Manager Cherise Daiyi and WBU Coordinator
Phil Chikwinya.

WORKFORCE SUPPORT EDUCATION, TRAINING AND DEVELOPMENT

The Wellbeing Unit team (L-R) Christine Kopp, Noel McDonald Jnr, Phil Chikwinya, Mary Moloney, Cherise Daiyi, Phillip Butler,
Heidi Perner, Claire Scrymgour and Theresa Anderson.

Focus areas

In the latter half of the year, the Wellbeing Unit worked
closely with Menzies School of Health, the Australian
Indigenous Psychologists Association and Top End
Mental Health Services on suicide prevention and
intervention.
The Wellbeing Unit has also assisted with:
• establishing a standard operational procedure for
psychotropic medication handling, administration
and storage (work done in conjunction with former
clinical practice manager);
• involvement in the Wurli violence and security
meetings;
• assisting with the establishment of standard
operational procedures for WBU internal and
external referrals;
• working collaboratively with NT Government
agencies whose primary charter is essential services,
such as mental health, police, and hospital network;
and with mainstream non-government organisations
such as Mission Australia to assist with managing
patients with severe mental illness; and
• implementing and providing mentoring and clinical
supervision to Wellbeing staff.

Presentations

Heidi Perner and Theresa Anderson: presented at
the Workforce Support Unit NT forum. Both ladies
presented to the entire Darwin forum in July on the
Wellbeing Unit and their roles and work.
Cherise Daiyi: presented at the NT Australian
Psychology Society (APS) Trauma conference in
August. ‘A culturally competent trauma informed
practice example: visiting psychologists working with
Miwatj Ngalkanbuy Comprehensive Mental Health
Care Team, Post-Disaster Mental Health and
Wellbeing program’.
Cherise Daiyi
Wellbeing Unit Manager
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STRONGBALA MEN’S HEALTH

Men supporting men for gudwan
(good) health
The StrongBala Men’s Health Program,
established in 2009, provides a central
location where indigenous men in the
Katherine region can discuss the issues
affecting them, and provide men access
to health and wellbeing services.
The StrongBala program aims to give Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander men regular access to culturally
appropriate holistic health, justice and alcohol and
other drugs (AOD) services as well as providing
educational sessions through the Personal Development
Program. Referrals to internal and external health
providers and other agencies are provided as required.
The services provided include adult health checks,
healthy lifestyle education and support, and referrals
to Wurli Wurlinjang AOD and wellbeing services.
The main focus groups that StrongBala Men’s Health
program concentrated on were:
• men who have had, or are at risk of, contact with
the criminal justice system;
• high school students who access educational
sessions through the program whilst participating
in their medical health checks day; and
• Venndale Rehabilitation Centre clients who are
provided medical screening and follow up health
care as required, and educational sessions and
AOD counselling for those Venndale clients
referred to the AOD program.

StrongBala continually promotes to our program
participants their own roles and responsibilities in
reducing family violence, improving male/female and
family relationships and promoting change within
themselves for their family.
This year StrongBala client encounters included:
• 3176 client encounters overall;
• 894 male clients accessed health care through
StrongBala clinical services;
• 52 Clontarf Academy high school students who
accessed health checks;
• 521 accessed male AOD counselling services;
• 129 clients referred to our Justice Program;
• of the 129 assessed, 88 were suitable to participate
in case management with Justice Program and
accessed case management and referral services
for further counselling and support through
StrongBala and other Wurli programs; and
• 632 walk in and transient clients who were
supported through StrongBala ‘client assists’.

Strongbala Manager Eric Thomas
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We accept clients and work in partnership with:
• Northern Australia Aboriginal Justice Agency
and NT Department of Correctional Services;
• magistrates courts;
• North Australian Legal Aid Services;
• self-referrals / walk in clients;
• Venndale Alcohol Rehabilitation Centre;
• Centre Link; and
• Relationships Australia.

Men can access educational and personal development
sessions either by joining a justice, AOD or clinical
services program or as a walk-in client.
Educational activities conducted at StrongBala include:
• group and individual health education;
• basic living skills and healthy personal hygiene;
• AOD education / volatile substances;
• anger management / change behaviour;
• family relationships and family violence counselling;
• nutrition education / healthy eating / wok cooking;
• cultural identity education – important
encouragement of return to country;
• sexual health education;
• mandatory sentencing and reporting;
• complaints;
• criminal–vs-civil;
• physical activity sessions fortnightly; and
• centrelink advice and updates.

2014–2015

All the best, Justin Miller
Wurli farewelled Justin Miller from the
Strongbala Justice and Culture Program, but
we will be seeing him around. Justin Miller
made the news last year by participating in the
New York marathon and now he’s taking up
another incredible new challenge – becoming
a member of the NT police force.
Justin has been a young leader and an integral
member of the StrongBala team of Wurli’s
StrongBala cultural revitalisation program.
“Justin has been an inspiration,” said StrongBala
Justice and Culture Coordinator Terry Radford.
“But it’s not all doom and gloom. Justin and his
partner have been accepted to participate in
the police force training and we all wish them
every deserved success with their future.
Congratulations, and see you around the traps.”
You will be sorely missed.
CEO Marion Scrymgour said: “It is a fantastic
future for Justin and his family. Justin will be
missed by the team, but will come back. Just
imagine the education sessions he can do as a
serving member of the police force to the men
that use Strongbala. All the best Justin.”

Justin Miller playing for the Strongbala men’s football team.
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STRONGBALA Men’s health clinic

This year the StrongBala Clinical Services relocated
from Katherine East to the premises at Third Street.
This was a big challenge, but the benefit was
amalgamating the clinical program back with the
Justice and AOD programs. Justice and AOD clients
now have immediate access to health care in the one
building. It also gives our walk-in clients and men
residing around the town centre better service access.
Preventative and health promotion checks to male
Clontarf students at Katherine High School rose
considerably this year with a more targeted approach.

Looking to the future

One of the 2014–15 challenges was to access funding
beyond 2016. Unfortunately Strongbala Justice Support
Program was unsuccessful in receiving funding through
the Indigenous Advancement Strategy. Existing funding
will take the Strongbala Justice Program through
only June 2016 unless funding is obtained through
another source.
StrongBala – Eric Thomas
StrongBala Justice Manager

Meeting AGPAL standards and maintaining
ISO 9001:2008 accreditation has been another
StrongBala Clinic focus over the past year.

Staff training and development

Training, workshops and conferences undertaken
by StrongBala and AOD staff included:
• basic IT skills computer training;
• numeracy and literacy training;
• suicide awareness training
(Suicide Story and ASIST);
• CPR and first aid training;
• ergonomic and manual handling course;
• remote AOD workforce forum AADANT
(AOD peak body) conference Senate Enquiry
in Methamphetamine Use in Katherine;
• fire warden training; and
• Advanced Diploma in Community Sector
Management.

Senior RAHP Patrick AhKit with AOD certificate.

A StrongBala education session.
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Alcohol and Other Drugs Program
At Wurli, the Alcohol and Other Drugs Program (AOD) provides both case management
and counselling plus community based group support, activities and health promotion.
Over 2013–14 the AOD team set out to support
75–100 people through harm reduction activities.
However, through their hard work and dedication,
in 2014–15 they managed to support 370 clients!
These wonderful efforts were surpassed over 2014–15
with the AOD team seeing 375 Indigenous male,
147 Indigenous female, 18 non-indigenous males and
4 non-indigenous females for a total of 544 clients.
The AOD team worked hard to overcome difficulties
throughout 2014–15 including recruiting a new AOD
coordinator and the team physically moving away
from the Wellbeing team and being re-located with
the StrongBala Justice and Health Clinic teams.
The women’s AOD team, while initially situated at the
Gudbinji Chronic Disease clinic, were ultimately moved
into a new Eastside office opposite Katherine High
School, embedded in the Strong Indigenous Women’s
Program (SIWP).

AOD team activities

AOD continued to have many referrals for people
who are sleeping rough, so our team continued street
outreach to promote Wurli services.
Our team worked intensively with young people
around substance misuse. We delivered education
and mentoring sessions about the dangers of underage
drinking, including by visits to the Katherine High
School’s Clontarf Academy and the Stronger Smarter
Sisters programs.
The use of volatile substances remained a concern
during the year and the community liaison AOD
workers received a few referrals from the Darwin
Volatile Substance Abuse program (USA). Some
communities experienced a slight increase in VSA
amongst young children, but the AOD community
based workers responded rapidly.

StrongBala AOD workers Scott Nelson and Bruce Arnold supporting the Kalano 40th anniversary celebrations.
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Strongbala AOD Coordinator Andy Blaney (front centre) with AOD team and spectators at the KIARG Cup football grand final held during
Kalano’s 40th anniversary.

The AOD and SIWP womencontinued to work in
local communities and build upon the wonderful work
they achieved the previous year. This included local
women’s groups that met weekly, as well as working
with individuals and families. We also worked on a
community level to provide awareness of community
harm minimisation strategies. This approach proved
successful, reinforcing the importance of a community
based program in tackling AOD concerns.
The team ran many activities during 2014-15 including
the KIARG (Katherine Indigenous Alcohol Reference
Group) football competition, run in conjunction with
Kalano’s 40 year anniversary celebrations; National
Drug Action Week; White Ribbon Day; World Tobacco
Day; regular health promotion activities at the local
schools; the Katherine Show, NAIDOC week community
march and working on diversionary programs with
YMCA and other non-government agencies.

This year the AOD program has also been engaged
with suicide prevention RUOK Day, Drug Action
Week KIARG Cup, and the National Homeless Day
breakfast.

Professional and
workforce development

The personal capacity of team members grew
enormously though the year and they put their learning
into practice. The AOD community based workers,
and support workers and StrongBala staff undertook
training in:
• basic IT skills training;
• numeracy and literacy training;
• suicide awareness (Suicide Story and ASIST);
• CPR and first aid training; and
• ergonomic and manual handling.
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AOD staff at health promotion event

One of our big success stories for the year was that
two members of the AOD team, Scott Nelson and
Mary Babia, gained their Certificate IV in Community
Services (AOD & Mental Health). Mary Babia also
completed the Diploma of Community Studies
(AOD and Mental Health) with RMIT, Melbourne.
Congratulations also to Bruce Lake, Dennis Coolwell
and Gary Manbullo Jnr. who undertook the Certificate
II in Vocational and Work Pathways with the Batchelor
Institute, and are due for completion September 2015.
AOD and StrongBala staff also: travelled down to
Alice Springs for the Remote Alcohol and Other
Drugs Workforce Forum and the AADANT
(AOD peak body) conference; participated in the
Wurli-Wurlinjang Workplace Support Unit forum and
the APS Psychology of Trauma Conference, both
taking place in Darwin; and in the Senate Enquiry in
Methamphetamine use in Katherine came to town
in April. Wurli’s AOD Coordinator Andy Blaney
also participated in the round table/public discussion
and gave input about barriers faced by clients
making formal complaints to police.

External partnerships

Staff acknowledge the importance of a collaborative
approach to AOD issues in the community. During
2014–15, the AOD team received many referrals from
external agencies including NAAJA, NTLAC, YMCA,
Red Cross, Somerville, Katherine Community
Corrections, Katherine Women’s Crisis Centre, St.
Vinnies (Ormonde House), Anglicare and Good
Beginnings. Internal referrals from the health clinics,
SEWB and StrongBala Justice have also been plentiful.
Where appropriate we worked with other service
providers both with the delivery of community
activities and in staff training and development, eg:
• continued involvement with Katherine Regional
Action Group including continued support in
implementing the current alcohol management plan;
• remote AOD teleconferences;
• continued collaborative meetings with Venndale
Rehabilitation Service;
• continued collaboration with tobacco, alcohol,
VSA and other drugs services; and
• involvement with YMCA and other youth service
providers;
• regular contact with local community councils; and
• regular contact with ALFNT to use football to
address healthy lifestyles.
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L-R: Senior Justice Project Officer Terry Radford, RAHP Patrick AhKit, and AOD officers Mary Babia and Scott Nelson graduated from the
Cert IV in Community Services (AOD and Mental Health)

AOD workforce

By the end of the year 2014–15 our biggest challenge
for Wurli’s AOD program was staffing capacity.
Our funding allowed for the appointment of seven
community based AOD workers, however Wurli did
not have a male Binjari representative or a representative
from the Jodetluk community.
Part way through the year we said goodbye to Simon
Casey, coordinator of the Community Based Alcohol
and Other Drug Team who relocated with family back
down south. In October 2014, we welcomed a new
AOD coordinator, Andy Blaney to the StrongBala
program.

Looking forward

Wurli continues to actively recruit for our current
vacancies and hopes to fill them as soon as possible.
In 2014–15 the AOD team will work towards rolling
out alcohol awareness television advertisements.
They are currently before the Wurli Board for approval
and coordination of a regional AOD forum. Wurli also
aims to integrate the AOD teams into primary health
care across all its program areas.
Andy Blaney
Alcohol and Other Drugs Program Coordinator
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STRONG INDIGENOUS WOMEN’S PROGRAM

A new program for women and their families
The Strong Indigenous Women’s Program (SIWP) is about women supporting women,
and encouraging women to be a strong voice for their needs and issues. The program
provides a place for women and their children to find help with daily living routines to
support a brighter future for their families and communities.
While the SIWP funding covers the cost of running
the SIWP centre, it does not cover staff costs. Instead
staffing funding was provided through a partnership
with the Department of the Prime Minister and
Cabinet’s Stronger Futures in the Northern Territory,
Tackling Alcohol Abuse Program which embeds
Alcohol and Other Drugs (AOD) community workers
in the program.
During 2014–15 position descriptions were completed
and a team of six staff was formed. All the Aboriginal
living areas were visited to introduce and promote our
new SIWP program and SIWP staff provided client
outreach services in their communities.
In particular, the SIWP program aims to meet the
needs of women at risk and women affected, directly
or indirectly, by substance use. The AOD support
workers all assisted clients to establish greater
communication between community women and
SIWP AOD services.

Premises
It has been a long road to establishing the centre for
our Strong Indigenous Women’s Program. Wurli had
initially hoped to purchase a property, but there was
no suitable property for sale. So we have moved three
times since September 2014; from 9 Third Street,
then to 6 Kintore Street in a house located behind the
Wurli Chronic Disease Service (the Gudbinji Clinic),
then to 31 Grenvillia Rd. Eventually a new SIWP
building will be built on the Wurli Main Clinic campus.
The office behind Gudbinji at 6 Kintore Street only
offered some limited services (cooking meals, providing
nutrition and dietary advice to clients, hygiene activities,
advocacy, outreach promotional activities, and referrals).
Whilst this location gave female chronic disease clients
easy access to our program, activities were limited by
lack of space, suitability of the space, and the need to
share the space where males were present.

The Strong Indigenous Women’s Program (SIWP) team. L-R: Revona Bading, Jackie McSkimming, Helen Daiyi, Majella Friel, Mary Babia and
Olivia Raymond.
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SIWP and AOD Worker Mary Babia during outreach work in Kalano playing bowling with little Harry Morgan.

Our third move was to the Eastside shops in Grenvillia
St, which greatly improved our ability to provide client
services whilst awaiting the building of a new centre.
As the venue is bigger and segregated from men we
have now hit the ground running, and further developed
our services such as cooking meals, nutrition and
dietary advice, hygiene activities, advocacy, outreach
promotional activities, and referrals. The women’s and
children’s clinical program also established a weekly
well women’s clinic from the SIWP Centre.
As our Eastside shops premises are directly across
from Katherine High School, our team has been able
to forge good relationships with the young school
women, especially those in the Stronger Smarter
Sisters program.
On the 16 June 2015 the SIWP building construction
contract was awarded to Murray River North. Off-site
construction is due to commence in July 2015 and be
completed by late November 2015.
SIWP case worker Revona Bading with client and Wurli board
member Natasha Bronghur during outreach work at Rockhole
Community.
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Outreach

Looking to the future

All the Aboriginal living areas have been visited with
a lot of effort in introducing and promoting the new
SIWP program. Our SIWP program workers also did
a lot of health promotion around AOD.

During the reporting period our Strong Indigenous
Women’s Program prepared a successful submission to
the Smith Family’s Communities for Children Program
to employ an early childhood educator to join the team
for the next three years, starting in this new financial
year.

Our activities in the town camps and with the
Katherine ladies included:
• developing a sign for the program with community
input;
• developing logo and name with community input
including the Wurli Board of Directors;
• promoting the SIWP - community flyers, Katherine
Radio, Katherine Times, program brochure, CHAIN
network and all staff emails;
• working closely with Wurli Workforce Support Unit
for ongoing training and staff development;.
• promoting healthy eating;
• advocating other Wurli services;
• referrals;
• working closely with AOD;
• working with the Wellbeing Unit;
• SIWP leadership advisory focus group fostering and
building Aboriginal women’s leadership capacity;
• School Ready Girls Program at Katherine High
School (18 participants);
• Anglicare HIPPY program;
• Relationship Australia NT – Aboriginal Building
Connections (ABC) program;
• Communities for Children Committee
(Smith Family);
• weekly women’s health checks; and
• catering for many events, including Wurli board
meetings, the Christmas party at Gudbinji,
and the 2013–14 Wurli AGM.

Jackie McSkimming
SIWP Coordinator

SIWP and AOD worker Olivia Raymond holding little Jayken Birdum
at the National Aboriginal and Islander Children’s Day event 2015.

SIWP employees Revona Bading, Jackie McSkimming and Mary
Babia doing the Walking Group program with client Simone Pascoe
(front).
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HEALTH PROMOTION

Health Promotion Unit
The health promotion team works closely across Wurli’s program areas and the Katherine
community to plan, implement, and evaluate high quality and innovative health promotion
activities and campaigns.
Wurli has had a health promotion coordinator position
since March 2015 and one female healthy lifestyle
officer since June 2015 when the male healthy lifestyle
officer resigned.
Our objective is to work in partnership with Wurli’s
clinical and non-clinical staff in providing high level
health promotion services, and promoting a
comprehensive health promotion service to the
Katherine community.
We provide high level health promotion services
across the six Wurli program areas which are:
• Main Clinic;
• Women’s and Children’s Health;
• Strongbala Men’s Health;
• Strongbala Justice and AOD;
• Wellbeing Unit and Family Support;
• Strong Indigenous Women’s Program;
• Gudbinji Chronic Disease Program; and
• Binjari Health Service (auspiced clinic).
Our staff participate in internal Wurli working groups
to support the integration of a strong health promotion
into all Wurli Wurlinjang services, and ensuring that

During one of the health promotions activities for the kids.

Wurli resources are clinically correct, clear, relevant
and culturally sensitive.
Since April 2015 our venues have included the
Katherine High School, one town living area (Kalano)
the Katherine Shopping Centre and Town Park. We
hope to extend this coverage before the end of 2015.

Community engagement

The Health Promotion Unit received permission from
the Wurli Wurlinjang Board to set up information
sessions in the five town living areas. For these visits
our unit joins with Wurli’s Strong Indigenous Women’s
Program (SIWP). Information session topics are:
• the dangers of smoking and tobacco;
• healthy lifestyle choices and the benefits of eating
good food and exercise;
• women’s and children’s health e.g. regular pap and
breast screening;
• diabetes information;
• pregnancy and the effects of smoking on the unborn
baby; and
• health risks associated with alcohol.
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Young Matty Hill with his new Wurli sponsored sports bag at Katherine.

Katherine High School

From July to September 2014 we organised an eight
week health program with the Year 9 Stronger Smarter
Sisters program. We delivered eight one hour long
information sessions and interactive discussions with
students, showing DVDs, and inviting speakers such
as the Wurli nutritionist and female sexual health
Registered Aboriginal Health Practitioners (RAHPs).
Topics covered:
• nutrition;
• women’s health and wellbeing;
• sexual health and responsibility;
• impact of alcohol and drugs; and
• negative health impact of smoking and
use of tobacco.

National events

Our health promotion team put up displays in the
Wurli Main Clinic and Gudbinji focusing on national
health issues during:
• National Healthy Weight Week;
• Kidney Awareness Week;
• Bowel Cancer Month;
• Drug Action Week; and
• a World No Tobacco Day joint display at the
Katherine town markets with NT Department
of Health, Drug and Alcohol Unit.
Wurli marked National Sorry Day (Survival Day) with
a community BBQ and health promotion display in
the Lindsay Street Park with Catholic Care, Anglicare,
Sunrise, Good Beginnings and other NGOs.
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Integrated health
promotion activity

The Health Unit has set up monthly calendar of
activities, including the internal cooking and exercise
sessions carried out at Gudbinji.
• heart day (healthy cooking) – Tuesday;
• exercise groups (female and male) – Wednesday;
• cooking for and with clients with diabetes –
Thursday; and
• walking group – Thursday.

Partnerships with
sporting codes

Until our male healthy lifestyle officer resigned in June,
our unit had regular weekly contact with the Katherine
Clontarf Academy and worked with the Australian
Football League liaison officers.
The Wurli Board supported the Katherine Junior
Rugby League in purchasing national Rugby League
development packs which included a kit bag training
ball, and head and mouth guard. The kit bag featured a
Wurli Wurlinjang logo and the message Run, tackle and
kick the smokes away. Packs were given to 280 players
under the age of 18. A gazebo, banner and water
bottles were also purchased and branded with the same
slogan and the Wurli logo.
Thanks to Healthy Lifestyle Officer, Korey Peckham,
who came up with the slogan.

The Wurli health promotion vehicle.

Training
External
The three member health promotion team did a one
day smoking/tobacco cessation course with Ninti One,
who has developed a new teaching flip chart.
Two team members attended an AMSANT organised
Continuous Quality Improvement (CQI) Workshop in
Darwin. The two attendees developed a very useful
tobacco awareness plan for Katherine schools using the
CQI program logic.

Korey Peckham at the health promotions stall during the Stolen
Generation’s Healing Day event.

Healthy lifestyle officer, Korey Peckham completed
the Certificate IV Population and Health with
Charles Darwin University and will formally graduate
this coming October. Completion of this qualification
is specified in the DoHA funding agreement as
mandatory professional development along with the
alternative choice of the Certificate 1V in Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander Primary Health Care.
Internal
All managers and coordinators attended a Return
to Work session run by RL Consulting NT.

Wurli’s health promotion Run, tackle and kick the smokes away banner.
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Peter Byers, Joseph Marapunya and Paul Kutchinson at the Naidoc Elder’s morning tea hosted by Wurli.

Joseph Marapunya and Paul Kutchinson relaxing in the garden at Gudbinji. Clients painted and discussed the amount of sugar and fat in an iced
coffee at Gudbinji’s Diabetes Day health educational session.
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Challenges

We have had requests to work with young school
age males and young men from the AFL (Katherine
Branch) and the Katherine Clontarf Academy.
Likewise, the McFarlane Primary School Positive
Learning Centre has asked for our assistance in their
work with boys with behavioural problems from all
Katherine schools. But with our male health lifestyle
officer Daryl Little resigning and with a freeze on
recruitment, we cannot now cover this high needs area.
The male healthy lifestyle officer position is extremely
important as the number of significant, functioning
male role models within some Katherine families is
limited and the person in this position fulfils an important
health and social function within the wider Katherine
community.

Highlights

Our Health Promotion Unit vehicle has been turned
into a mobile health promotion marketing tool. Wurli is
also developing a Facebook page. This reflects a bigger
intention to engage a media company to develop a
Wurli social media policy and strategy. Negotiations
are ongoing.

Korey Peckham, Healthy Lifestyle Officer at Katherine Town Park
speaks out on the bad effects of smoking tobacco on our health.

Talks are also taking place with Life Education NT to
partner with Happy Harold to go into the Katherine
primary schools delivering education sessions around
the health impact of smoking and enable the children
to say ‘no’ and to walk away from people who are
smoking.
Clare Anderson
Health Promotion Coordinator

Women from Kalano Aged Care enjoying the Naidoc Elder’s
morning tea hosted by Wurli.
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Workforce Support Education,
Training and Development Program
The NT’s Workforce Support Unit (WSU), based at Wurli Wurlinjang, aims to create
and sustain a culturally appropriate and effective social and emotional wellbeing
(SEWB) workforce based on the fundamental principles of community control and
self-determination.
In 2014–15, the WSU monitored and coordinated
professional support and training to approximately
141 participants, funded under the Commonwealth
Government’s Social and Emotional Wellbeing and
Substance Use Programs right across the NT wide.
These participants were spread across 26 different
NGOs and Aboriginal medical services. They work
within varying sectors, including Bringing them
Home, mental health, substance use and Link-Up collectively known as the SEWB (Social and Emotional
Well Being) workforce.
Over the 2014–15 year, there has been considerable
change at the WSU, brought about by an organisational
restructure as well as change within the Workforce
Support Education, Training and Development Program.
In spite of these changes, our program has pushed
forward with enthusiasm and strategic vision, aligning
our policies and procedures across our entire
workforce to ensure the best possible outcomes for
our participants and organisations.
Our key priorities for the 2014–15 financial year were:
• stakeholder engagement – establish and maintain
rapport and close working relationships with
participants, organisations and key stakeholders;
• to encourage organisations which employ the SEWB
workforce (including substance use) to support
training and development for participants in
attaining minimum qualifications as set out in the
SEWB Program Manual for Workforce Support Units
and Registered Training Organisations;
• to monitor and coordinate professional and external
supervision for the SEWB workforce;
• to coordinate and deliver an annual Workforce
Support Unit (NT) forum to promote and provide
networking and sharing within the workforce; and
• to establish and maintain working relationships with
registered training organisations and key
stakeholders to assist in the delivery and
achievement of the programs objectives.

The Territory-wide organisations with funded positions
supported by the Workforce Support Education,
Training and Development Program were:
Top End region
• Council for Aboriginal Alcohol Program Services
(CAAPS);
• Danila Dilba Health Services;
• Foundation of Rehabilitation with Aboriginal Alcohol
Related Difficulties (FORWAARD);
• NT Stolen Generation Aboriginal Corporation; and
• Malabam Health Board Aboriginal Corporation.
Katherine region
• Kalano Community Association;
• Venndale Rehabilitation, After Care and Outreach;
• Sunrise Health Service; and
• Wurli-Wurlinjang Health Service.
Barkly region
• Anyinginyi Health Aboriginal Corporation; and
• Barkly Region Alcohol and Drug Abuse Advisory
Group (BRADAAG).
Central region
• BushMob;
• Drug and Alcohol Services Association (DASA);
• Central Australian Aboriginal Congress (CAAC);
• Central Australian Aboriginal Alcohol Programmes
Unit (CAAAPU); and
• Warlpiri Youth Development Aboriginal Corporation
– Mt. Theo Outstation.
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Workforce Support Unit (NT)
Forum 2015

A key requirement of the Workforce Support
Education, Training and Development Program is
to coordinate and deliver an annual Workforce
Support Unit (NT) forum to provide workforce
networking and sharing.

2014–2015

Workforce Support Unit (NT)
forum participant evaluation
responses
The forum addressed important
issues in my work or sTUDIES
3%

The theme for this year’s forum was: Connections.
Respect. Knowledge.
Connections: connection to land, country, language,
rapport with others.
Respect: respect for our Elders, and those around us.
Knowledge: acknowledgement of the vibrant
community grass roots knowledge; and appreciation
of life and cultural knowledge in parallel with western /
tertiary knowledge.
The forum was held this June in Darwin over two days.
The 52 participants represented 23 organisations from
across the Northern Territory.
Forum presenters were engaged from across our
varying sectors. Presentations focused on feedback
received from the workforce. Presentations covered
addiction medicine, ICE, self-care, NTGPE cultural
education, Relapse Prevention Program, Stolen
Generation and Workforce Support Unit (NT).

39%
58%

Strongly diagaree
Disagree
Neither disagree nor agree
Agree
Strongly agree

The forum provided me with
opportunities to network with other
organisations and professionals

The forum was a fantastic opportunity to highlight
our workforce, our efforts and our achievements,
to network with others from respective fields, share
information and resources, both ways learning,
reflection and planning.
The results and feedback received from this year’s
forum were extremely positive, with 100% of attendees
agreeing or strongly agreeing the the forum was
informative and useful and 97% having their
expectations met.
Nicholas Scrymgour
Workforce Support Education, Training and
Development Coordinator

0%
0%
3%
39%
58%

3%

31%
67%

Strongly diagaree
Disagree
Neither disagree nor agree
Agree
Strongly agree

0%
0%
3%
31%
67%
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Some WSU Forum participant evaluations
Forum participants’ feedback comments included:

“This was my
first forum and
I immensely
enjoyed it.”

“Would love to be
invited to another
forum if the
opportunity arises.”

“Addressing AOD
issues inspires me to
continue working in
this field and also helps
with my studies.”

“Thanks Wurli! Nick
and Allan for a great
couple of days.”

“The forum was very good.
There were a lot of issues that
I have learnt from the forum.
The forum has provided me
with opportunities.”

“The best part is the
presentations and
sharing community
ideas.”

“Great atmosphere and sense
of optimism and opportunities
despite challenges.
Openness and willingness
to share was strong.”

“Thank you for all your
support, it is valued
and much
appreciated.”

“Meeting wonderful people from
different communities. I so admired
the presentation and talk Eileen
Cummings gave, so inspiring and a
strong personality.”

“A big thanks for an
enjoyable forum.”

“Well done to the staff
at Wurli.”

“Well done WSU
team, thanks for
having us.”

Job well done to forum organisers, Nicholas Scrymgour
(Wurli WSU co-ordinator) and Allan Girdler (WSU
project officer).
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Workforce Support Unit (NT) Forum 2015

Participants came to Katherine from across the Territory.

Left to right, front row to back:
Front row (L–R): Ron Miliado, Steven
Marshall, Louis Watson, Nicholas Scrymgour

Second row (L–R): Shelly Hampton, Oliver
Taylor, Joseph Thompson, Camille Berto,
Phyllis Ricky, Heidi Perner, Suzi Berto,
Jocelyn Dhu, Christine Donnellan, Joyce
Thornton, Caroline John Forrest

Third row (L–R) David Widders, Olivia
Raymond, Karina Gray, Theresa Anderson,
Andy Blaney, Kerri-Anne Chilves, Paul
Marshall, Clint Brown, Eric Walker, Geoff
Lohmeyer, Patricia Frank, Allan Girdler,
Alexis Higlett

WORKFORCE SUPPORT EDUCATION, TRAINING AND DEVELOPMENT

Back row (L–R): Nardia Bray, Felicity Hay,
Anne Carrick, Glenys Crafter, Brenton
Forrester, Stephen Johns, Kym Sheldon.
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services administration
including information and communication,
patient services and CQI
The Wurli frontline staff do an incredible job providing good direct services to our
clients and there are many background support systems in place to assist them.
The 2014 Change Project grouped these support services together under a service
administration manager to coordinate and keep an overview of service needs.
The new service administration manager position
oversees and coordinates:
• information management, including patient
information systems, document control and
record-keeping;
• patient services, including reception, transport
and community liaison;
• Medicare claiming and incentives services;
• AGPAL and ISO accreditation coordination; and
• internet and intranet maintenance.
Our administration and patient services activities
2014–15 included:
• Wurli-Wurlinjang continued to engage an external
IT support contractor;
• Gudbinji chronic disease clinic attained AGPAL
accreditation for the first time;
• a successful ISO surveillance audit;
• the physical relocation of many work unit members
to the main building;

• meeting funding agreement reporting obligations
on time;
• starting the development of systematic reporting
processes; and
• implementation of SharePoint.

Quality and accreditation
AGPAL accreditaion and ISO audit
In August 2014, the Gudbinji Chronic Diseases Clinic
obtained, for the first time, unconditional AGPAL
accreditation. In preparation for the audit visit:
• clinic areas were refurbished;
• essential medical equipment was purchased and
installed;
• a fully equipped consultation room for management
of emergencies was created;
• site specific policies and protocols were developed; and
• mobile clinic vans were accredited.

Services Admin team (L-R) Ceinwen Grose, Kirrily Chambers and Camille Berto.
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Next year AGPAL will visit again and our focus will
the Main Clinic.
In August we also successfully completed an ISO audit.
The Workforce Support Unit were included in the
audit scope for the first time and Margaret Robson,
lead auditor, was suitably impressed by our WSU team
and service they provide across the Territory.
CQI activity
A clinical CQI coordinator worked across all of Wurli’s
clinical programs (acute/general care; Women’s and
Children’s Health; StrongBala Men’s Health; Gudbinji
Chronic Disease Service; the Chronic Disease Outreach
Program). Clinical CQI activities undertaken:
• use of a staff intranet for storage of clinical
guidelines (including CARPA Manual and
Women’s Business Manual), organisational
records and controlled document management
(e.g. policies, procedures and forms);
• Gudbinji AGPAL audit preparation;
• participation in one21Seventy clinical auditing program;
• a review of our 2014 NTKPI and nKPI reports with
reports addressed by the clinical governance group,
clinician meetings and the Wurli-Wurlinjang Board
of Directors.

Karen Kay, Patient Services Coordinator.

2014–2015

The CQI program capacity was further enhanced by
enabling the Clinical CQI Coordinator, Director of
Medical Services, Service Administration Manager and
Communicare Coordinator to attend the AMSANT
organised CQI Collaborative workshops in November
2014.

Medicare
1 November 2014 marked another new PIPS
registration year for clients. Many Wurli clients have
been registered or re-registered due to the cooperation
and diligent work by all concerned, including clinic
reception and form collation and data entry by
Debra Kelly, Medicare and Incentives Officer.
Debra has worked closely with the clinicians to provide
them skills in Medicare claims, including one-on-one
training, group presentations and the development of
training materials.
As Holi Catton has gained diabetes education
accreditation, we are now able to claim additional
Medicare income for diabetes education services.
Phil Chikwinya and Mary Moloney (senior mental
health nurses) have also joined the Wellbeing Unit and
provided an opportunity to claim for their services.
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Wurli has also applied for the Mental Health Nurse
Incentive which will contribute to Medicare income.

Patient services
Reception, specialist visits
and patient travel
This year the patient services team worked towards
multi-skilling to help with the workload. Patient
Services are now responsible for all visiting specialists
and all the administration support to make these
clinics run smoothly.
The client numbers increased over the year and the
team did a great job keeping records up to date ensuring
Individual Health Identifiers are in place and clients
are signed up to their Personal Controlled Electronic
Health Record.
As all our reception staff are locals, they use their local
knowledge, language and cultural expertise to encourage
clients to get to targeted services at different clinics or
work units as appropriate.
Transport
Our transport staff help deliver recall letters, locate
clients, and pick up and drop off services. Wurli
purchased a new bus with a slide out step to make it
easier for clients to step up and get off. Hopefully in
the future we can have the steps placed on all our
transport buses.
We welcomed a new transport officer, Kenny Lee
to patient services.
Community liaison officers
Our CLOs Michael Taylor and Maria Driver provide
outreach services to help with communication between
the services and community clients, including
interpretation and breakdown of information between
clinicians and clients. If you see Michael and Maria out
in the communities and you need help with appointments
or hospital visits please ask for their help. Overall it has
been a very busy year and we thank all Wurli staff for
the help to make this a great health clinic.

Information and reporting
The program aims to identify Wurli’s information and
reporting needs; collect and manage the information
resources needed to support staff; and make data and
information resources available to authorised people
as needed.
Document control and
records management
The staff intranet development continued, especially
with transitioning key corporate documents into this
new tool. Systems were progressed to ensure controlled
organisational documents, including records, are current,
approved and readily available to authorised staff.
Supporting planning and reporting
This program supported managers to develop action
plans, submissions and reports. Internally, some
program areas did action planning for the forthcoming
year based on what the client needs data shows, and
requirements of external partners and funders.
Writing and publishing
The information and reporting program supported
communications through the production of the
bi-monthly newsletter, the annual report and the
creation of intranet noticeboards and feature stories.
Looking to the future
We look forward to up-skilling staff in in-house
information and communications management using
the new tools such as SharePoint intranet, WordPress
internet, and social media. We have now started a full
staff intranet rollout, including training all staff in its
uses. Next year we will also revamp Wurli’s internet.
Other projects include supporting the greater use of
social media, especially in the development of a health
promotion Facebook page.
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Communicare and health
information systems

Communicare Coordinator Bertha Naveda worked
throughout the year with our clinical, administration
and reporting programs to help them use the system as
a strategic planning and management tool and support
reporting and compliance functions. Bertha achieved
this through:
• mapping the data used with the data extracted for
mandatory reporting;
• assisting users to collect data as per own business
unit goals and KPIs;
• assisting users to have the quality level data required
for mandatory reporting;
• moving slowly from pure data quality auditing to
data meaning extraction in relation to population
health improvements;
• the Business Continuity Plan and DRP
(Disaster Response Plan);
• Communicare assets management;
• maintenance of Communicare system;
• the support system: training, help desk, attending
requests, mandatory report extraction, submission
to OCHREStreams and NTKPIs; and
• administration and project planning: requests
register, systems in place, projects per service area
for a 1–3 year period, documentation, data mapping.

Patrick Kelly CLO/Transport Officer.

Our two main Communicare focus areas were:
• the support system: central point of contact,
request register, triaging, request attendance,
prioritising, redirection, escalating or liaising,
request delivering, training point, closure); and
• the training plan: orientation, comprehensive,
ongoing, refresher training depending on the
user needs.
Kirrily Chambers
Service Administration Manager

Transport Officer Kenneth Lee dropping off client May Holtze to the
Wurli Main Clinic.
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Human Resources
The HR team consists of Joanne Connop,
HR Manager and Cynthia Woods,
HR Officer.
As at 30 June 2015 Wurli employed 93.63 FTE staff.
Of these 63 (67%) were Aboriginal or Torres Strait
Islander, including eleven Aboriginal or Torres Strait
Islander people in key executive and management roles.
It has been a busy year for the HR team. Our activities
included:
• review of all position descriptions to align with the
new staffing structure;
• review and implementation of a new employee
filing system in conjunction with the finance team;
• ongoing management of recruitment and separation
processes;
• coordination of orientation, including cultural
orientation within one week of commencement;
• coordination of probation reviews and annual staff
performance reviews; and
• ongoing review of policy and procedures to ensure
compliance with workplace practices and relevant
legislation.
Some achievements have been:
• implementation of the Return to Work program and
engagement of external rehab provider RL
Consulting NT, to assist Wurli staff to engage early
after illness of injury by the staff member, with their
supervisor and GPs working together to implement
a sustainable return to work plan;
• ongoing staff training including lateral violence and
performance management;
• continuation of the Trainee Aboriginal Health
program for 2015, recruiting three first year and
one second year trainees who have been recognised
by Batchelor College as ‘top of the class’ students;
• continuation of the successful GP Registrar
Placement Program in partnership with NTGPE;
and
• two trainee AHPs successfully completing their
traineeship who are now employed at Wurli as
registered AHPs.
Joanne Connop
HR Manager

Human Resource team members Jo Connop and Cynthia Woods.
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finance
2014/2015 has seen the Finance
Department continue to operate in a
well-organised and effective manner
with Sarah McBean as Finance Manager,
Lisa Kelly as Finance Coordinator,
Lisa Lecouteur as Finance Officer and
with a second Finance Officer – Brian
McSkimming – coming on board in
August 2015.
We had a change in office space, moving to a larger
premises. This move, extra personnel and the
stabilisation of funding and program activity has given
us the opportunity to implement our succession plan,
develop and introduce electronic purchase orders and
payment vouchers and implement the MyPay Inbox
where staff can log in to access their history of pay
advices and payment summaries anytime, anywhere.

This year has again seen a qualified auditor opinion on
this year’s report as they were unable to satisfy by
alternative means questions concerning the opening
balances as at 30 June 2013 (if it contained any
misstatements that would materially affect financial
years 30th June 2014 and 2015). Other than this
there were no findings in the audit process this year.
On moving forward to the 2016 audit the opening
balances of 2013 will no longer be an issue, clearing the
path for an unqualified opinion. We look forward to that!
Sarah McBean
Finance Manager

Finance team (L-R) Lisa Kelly, Sarah McBean, Lisa Lecouteur and Brian McSkimming.
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Assets and Infrastructure
The year 2014–15 saw significant development and structural change for the assets and
infrastructure program. The two new positions of asset and infrastructure coordinator
and security officer were created, and employment commenced in August 2014.
As a result of an organisational restructure the work health and safety officer was
reassigned to this team, joining the two maintenance service officers.
Throughout the year the team worked with all
Wurli-Wurlinjang Health Service programs, performing
minor general repairs, work health and safety audits
and reporting, regular security patrols, relocations
and grounds maintenance.

reviews to ensure compliance with state and national
legislation. There were regular WHS briefings and
internal audits of all programs.; workplace health and
safety was addressed at induction of new staff, and
regular evacuation drills were held.

Significant achievements over the reporting period
included:

Security

Assets management

• updating and maintaining the registers for all
medical, IT, vehicles and general assets, including
creating a calendar for continuous annual auditing,
servicing and accountability;
• a reconciliation of the assets register in all areas;
• development of new processes for the allocation
and management of IT equipment and phones; and
• development of new processes for vehicle booking
and management.

Infrastructure development

Work is underway to build a suitable premise for the
Strong Indigenous Women’s Program (SIWP) on the
land adjacent to Wurli. This has meant redesigning the
infrastructure plan that Wurli had drafted over twelve
months ago. Other infrastructure work has involved:
• designing the new SIWP building for council
consent and approval;
• minor infrastructure building renovations to the
Main Clinic, including installation of a security
station in the main reception area and installation of
emergency exits to all Main Clinic doctors’ rooms;
• building of a new triage area; and
• re-painting the upstairs administration
(last repainted 20 years ago).

Wurli’s Main Clinic was designed and built in 1995 at a
time when Wurli had far fewer programs and clients.
There have been steadily increasing occasions of the
last few years where clinic clients become agitated or
violent. Often the police have to be called, and at least
once have been required to deploy their taser.
The period 2014–15 was the first year where Wurli
employed a full time security officer.
Other new security measures including installing a
CCTV system and swipe card security system at the
Main Clinic and the installation of duress alarm systems
at our Gudbinji and Eastside clinics.

Looking forward

2015–16 is looking busier than ever with the much
anticipated development of the Strong Indigenous
Women’s Program building. The completion date is set
for early November 2015.
Gary Northam
Assets and Infrastructure Manager

Work Health and
Safety Program

A strong, ongoing focus throughout 2014–15 was
work, health and safety. The WHS Committee
achieved outstanding results in policy and procedure

Gary Northam, Assets and
Infrastructure Manager
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Fire drill exercise at Main Clinic.

Dale Hillen (Maintenance Support Officer) and Satnam Singh
(Work Health and Safety Officer) on a break during working safely at
heights training.

Dale Hillen (Maintenance Support Officer) undertaking grounds
maintenance.

FINANCIAL REPORT FOR YEAR ENDED 30TH JUNE 2015

Financial
report for
year ended
30th June
2015
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